
Your Business. 
Our Digital Solutions.

DISPLAY
Achieve maximum performance  
with display campaigns.

PAY PER CALL
Launch mobile and desktop  
campaigns and drive top notch  
inbound call leads with  
Pay Per Call units.

MOBILE
Launch mobile campaigns for optimal  
reach and performance across a  
variety of verticals.

SOCIAL
Launch high performance  
campaigns via Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Twitter, and more.

SEARCH
Enhance your paid search marketing  
efforts with expert services and  
continuous optimization.

NATIVE
Generate native ads that are  
cohesively integrated into the content 
your audience views every day.

INFLUENCER NETWORK
Work with social influencers and  
brands to develop content that keeps 
audiences growing and readers 
continuously engaged.

MEDIA BUYING
Access inventory that works for your 
brand. Adstrategies media buying 
team will negotiate pricing and 
placements to fit your brand’s needs.



TARGETING
BEHAVIORAL TARGETING
Combine first party with network  
analytics and enormous scale to  
define custom audience channels  
that are optimized to sites with high 
brand engagement.

DEMOGRAPHIC TARGETING
Reach the right audience based on  
demographic characteristics such  
as age, gender and income.

GEO TARGETING
Target your audience residential  
cluster, proximity to retail locations, 
campaign level DMAs and more!

SITE VISITOR RETARGETING
Retarget users who visited your  
site without converting by showing 
them expertly crafted ads in order to 
re-engage them with your brand.

LOOK-A-LIKE RETARGETING
Measure data and audience profiles  
on conversion pages and use the data 
to target new customers with similar  
characteristics.

CRM RETARGETING
Use your CRM assets and segmentation  
framework to create online audiences 
for display campaigns using cookies.

IP ZONE TARGETING
Leverage the relationship between  
users and the location of their IP  
addresses in a cookie-free safe  
and  scalable way.

CONTEXTUAL TARGETING
Place a relevant ad in  front of a user 
who is reading content that contains 
specific terms.

MOBILE DEVICE TARGETING
Target users by mobile device type  
(Smartphone, tablet, etc.), carrier  
and operating system.

SOCIAL RETARGETING
Target the areas of influence users  
are known to have engaged with  
your brand by combining cookie  
and non-cookie based strategies.

SEARCH RETARGETING
When a user searches for specific  
keywords in a search engine, they  
become part of a keyword cookie  
pool and are eligible to receive a   
retargeting ad on their favorite  
content sites.

RETARGETING
Keep your brand top of mind as users browse through sites.



VIDEO
Leveraging long-standing relationships with top video inventory providers 
across the internet allows Adstrategies an open palette when it comes to 
creating innovative and customized video executions.

SEARCH
Adstrategies Digital Team is highly trained in paid search services,  
including Google AdWords and Bing Ads, as well as additional search  
engines and paid content delivery platforms. We help amplify PPC  
performance with services including:

OUT-STREAM VIDEO
Video ads provide unique opportunities for  
advertisers to engage their target market within  
a seamlessly integrated user experience. Partnered  
with Teads, we provide high impact out-stream video 
units to our clients.

IN-STREAM VIDEO
Capture a TV experience online, reaching younger,  
savvier audiences and engaging users with sequences  
of high impact advertisements.

NATIVE VIDEO
Advertisers reach their target audience with highly  
engaging video ad  content in an environment that  
is consistent with the user experience.

Web Analytics

Keyword List Generation

Creative Copywriting

Landing Page Selection

Bid Management
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MOBILE
Connecting to best-in-class mobile inventory allows Adstrategies access to the 
latest in mobile targeting capabilities. We work with all of the top vendors in the 
space including:  Simplifi, Factual, Foursquare, Placed, PlaceIQ, Cuebiq, Ninth Decimal 

OVER-THE-TOP TV (OTT)
OTT is a catch-all term for the streaming of television-type programming without the use of 
a traditional set top box. This can vary from streaming NFL games on a desktop computer, to 
watching Netflix shows, to using Sling TV on an Amazon Firestick or a smart television. 

While CTV is a type of OTT, the terms are not interchangeable. CTV refers specifically to  
streaming on televisions that are connected to the internet, whether that is through a  
smart TV or a television with a smart plugin, such as an Amazon Firestick or an Apple TV.

MOBILE GEO-FENCING: Reach users with targeted in-app ads at the moment they enter your predefined  
geo-fenced area and retarget users with in-app ads anywhere they go. Leverage the most advanced  
location based mobile advertising technology powered by latitude and longitude data to specific  
geographic areas.

DATA REPORTING: Reach consumers wherever they are in the world. Access attribution data on store visits, 
standard lift and audiences statistics to better target your campaigns. Adjust audience targeting while  
campaigns are in flight for additional performance.

WHY ADSTRATEGIES?
 • Comprehensive offerings (if it exists, we offer it)
 • Direct deals with premium publishers  
  (Hulu, ESPN, Pluto)
 • Consultative (we’ll build you the most effective  
  custom package within your budget)
 • This isn’t Linear TV, it’s not as simple as  
  “set it and forget it”
 • Take advantage of AdStrategies’ in-house  
  trading desk to optimize toward specific times  
  of day and inventory sources that are  
  overperforming.



ETC.

SHOW BUSINESS! WE SPECIALIZE IN EVENT MARKETING. 
SHOW & EVENT LOCATIONS BELOW.

Our expert team has mastered the immediacy and multi-faceted 
nature of effectively marketing shows and events. We make sure 
all the critical components are in place and maximized! When it 
comes to increasing event attendance and revenue, we help you 
seize the moment and succeed!

BOX OFFICE SOLUTIONS: Our online and on-site programs provide  
big savings, real-time tracking and a seamless and secure  
transition between marketing and sales. We offer multiple  
solutions that may be tailored to your goals, so give us your  
ticketing challenges and we will design the solution.

E-TICKETING: Two-click process, enhanced analytics and  
optimization, user friendly across multiple formats, low fees.

BOX OFFICE:POS credit and cash management, live access to 
attendance numbers, low fees.

TICKET DESIGN: Secure integration with e-tickets and box office 
processing, flexible design from barcoded free tickets to charity 
fundraising programs.

ATTENDEE SURVEYS: We can tell you exactly who was at your 
event and provide a snapshot of their experience. We design  
surveys to provide the information you, your exhibitors and  
sponsors need to know. We engage attendees on site while  
they are most apt to share this valuable data.

ADSTRATEGIES  

AT A GLANCE
• Handle more consumer  
 events than any other  
 company in the country

• 27 years in business

• Over 150 Consumer Shows  
 annually

• Clients in 39 States
• NACS (National Association  
 of Consumer Shows) Members  
 since the 2001

• NACS Board Member  
 since 2010

• Member of Marine Marketer’s  
 Association of America

• Members of National Marine  
 Trade Council

CONTACT:

JASON WATSON
Director of Digital Media

jasonw@adstrategies.com
1-888-456-2450 ext. 29


